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University denies co-branding Behind the title: Athletics
Director Pete Boone

The Daily Mississippian sat down with Athletics Director Pete
Boone for a two-part series. Part I takes a first-look at Boone and his
2001 book, “The Perfect Plan.” Tomorrow, Part II examines Boone’s
role as athletic director and how he has handled recent criticism.
BY JOHN MCEACHIN
jdmceach@gmail.com
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BY JOHN MCEACHIN
jdmceach@gmail.com

The University of Mississippi
club hockey team recently came
under controversy when the
team considered using advertising to help with its budget woes.
Mississippi Auto Arms, Inc.,
donated $4,000 to the hockey
team to help the club make it
through the season without having to worry about financing. In
turn, Cody Johnson, president
of the hockey team, was considering putting the company’s logo
on the team’s equipment.
Johnson emailed a direct
quote from Section 10 of the
2011-12 UM Club Sports Man-

ual: “Clubs are also permitted to
solicit sponsorship money/merchandise from proper outside
businesses as well.”
Nathan Yow, owner of Mississippi Auto Arms, said the donation was declined because the
university does not allow club
teams to co-brand with other
companies.
Dean of Students Sparky
Reardon, however, said Yow is
free to donate all he wants to
the hockey team, the club sport
is just not free to negotiate cobranding.
“When the hockey club came
to us, I reminded them that student organizations were not allowed to co-opt the Ole Miss

brand with outside sponsors,”
Reardon said. “A recognized
student organization is able to
use university facilities, apply for
funding through ASB and use
the university brand.”
Yow said he filled out a prospective sponsorship form sent
from the hockey team’s organization with different options
for sponsorship opportunities.
Because he gave the club more
than $2,500, the letter stated the
team would allow his company’s
logo to be on the team’s warmup jerseys, Yow said.
“The reason (the donation)
was declined was because it was
See HOCKEY, PAGE 5

The world almost always sees
public figures for one particular
job or talent they have, but the
question remains who these people really are.
For Pete Boone, being the athletics director for the University
of Mississippi puts him in the
same light. So, who is the Pete
Boone we don’t hear about in
the media? What is he actually
like? What does he do outside of
his job as athletics director at Ole
Miss?
As Boone sat at his desk wearing a red and blue striped tie to
represent the university he loves,
he openly talked about his childhood, his family, a novel he wrote
and, yes, he talked about how he
deals with the criticism from the
Ole Miss faithful and the media.
Boone grew up in the small
town of Grenada, describing it
as “your Andy Griffith sort of
town.” He said his childhood was
a pleasant time in his life. Every
day he walked to school, rode
his bike a great deal of the time,
walked downtown and on some
Saturdays, would go to the movie
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theater.
“It’d cost a dime to get in, and
for a quarter you could get a Coke
and one of those sour suckers,”
Boone said. “Even in high school,
you knew everybody; the sports
were fun, you played every sport,
and we had Grenada Lake where
you’d go skiing. Summers were
wonderful, really just kind of an
ideal growing up experience.”
Boone’s childhood hero was
Jake Gibbs, the All-American
quarterback who led the Rebels to
two National Championships victories in 1959 and 1960 and also
played catcher for the New York
Yankees. Gibbs also happens to
be Boone’s second cousin.
See BOONE, PAGE 11

Personality candidates speak to Black Student Union
BY JACOB BATTE
thedmnews@gmail.com

The candidates in this year’s
elections
for
Homecoming
Queen, Colonel Reb and Miss
Ole Miss spoke to The Black Student Union this past week.
Maggie Day and Robin Walker
are running for Homecoming
Queen. Meghan Litten, Emily
Mounsour and Mary Alex Street
are running for Miss Ole Miss.
Davis Gates, Alex Langhart and
Logan Rush are running for Col-

inside

onel Reb.
Each candidate spoke in front
of the BSU executive council for
five minutes this past Thursday to
seek the group’s endorsement.
“Last year, the BSU endorsed
Ty New and Lauren Childers,
both candidates winning the
general election,” BSU president
Kimberly Dandridge said.
“The BSU endorsement is
highly anticipated because we
represent a wide margin of minority students who play a vital
role in on-campus elections.”
Walker said she did not have a
speech prepared but thanked the

School of Pharmacy
names David D. Allen
new dean
P. 4

BSU for everything they do.
“If there is anything that everyone remembers about election
day is BSU and having the Union
Unplugged and the whole nine
yards,” she said.
“It’s such a large organization
with such a large presence on
campus.”
Day said she felt like BSU stood
for a lot of the same things she
stands for.
“I wasn’t an orientation leader,
I wasn’t yada yada, so on, so on,”
she said. “In my four years at Ole
Miss, I made it a point to be a
part of things I want to be a part

of, somewhere that I could truly
make a difference.
“I want to make a difference as
homecoming queen as well.”
Litten said she was a part of the
campaign for a personality candidate who did receive the nomination from the BSU this past year.
“Even though we didn’t win, it
meant we were doing something
right,” she said.
Litten said she wants to change
how the candidates view Miss Ole
Miss.
“I want to start a trend where
it’s not about the title, but damnit,
who has the best charity organi-

Test Drive: 2011
Dodge Charger
R/T
P. 7

zation and who is actually going
to do something when they win,”
she said.
Monsour said she has made it
a point to try to get involved with
many different organizations on
campus.
“I love Ole Miss,” she said. “The
groups that I have participated in,
we have all found different niches
to get involved in. I know y’all are
passionate about BSU, and I totally respect what y’all do for a large
amount of people on campus.”
Street, whose grandfather is the
See BSU, PAGE 5

Volleyball comes up
short at Kentucky
and Tennessee
P. 12
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BY JOSH CLARK
@dm_toons

Is the celebration in poor taste?
BY ANGELA
ROGALSKI
abbeangela@gmail.
com

Whether you liked Michael Jackson
or not, there is no mistaking the fact
that he was definitely a presence. He
lived his life in the spotlight of critics
and fans alike, while remaining even
today, two years after his death, still
“dancing on the floor in the round.”
On Saturday, Oct. 8, in Cardiff,
Wales, a city 150 miles west of London, a tribute concert was held to
honor the late singer. “Michael Forever” hosted three generations of
Jackson’s family, including his three
children. Brothers Marlon, Tito,
Jackie and sister La Toya, and many
chart-topping celebrities sang some of
the biggest hits of the King of Pop.
Jackson’s 81-year-old mother Katherine was in the audience, as well.
According to an article picked up by
The Huffington Post, blaringly absent
were Jermaine, Randy and sister Ja-

net, who felt holding the tribute now,
during the trial of Jackson’s doctor,
Conrad Murray, was in poor taste.
Murray is accused of giving Jackson
a lethal dose of the anesthetic propofol
and other sedatives in the bedroom of
his rented mansion on June 25, 2009.
While fans didn’t seem to have a
problem with a celebration to honor
the pop sensation during Murray’s
manslaughter trial, they did seem to
mind the price of the tickets (starting
at $100) and the out-of-the-way location of the concert; fans’ collective
scream of “Why Cardiff, Wales?” was
probably heard around the world.
So was the concert in poor taste? Or
was it, like brother Marlon claimed,
meant to celebrate the positive side of
his life and the positive things he did.
And at this point, does it even matter? I mean, it’s not like Michael Jack-

son wasn’t used to controversy; half
his life was spent under the gun, with
a barrel loaded by his own actions.
He was a larger-than-life spectacle
that was beyond ordinary, no matter
how hard he tried. He was an undeniable talent, a man who gave his fans
150 percent when he performed, and
enough fodder for their gossip mills to
last lifetimes.
He was an enigma.
And the continued in-family disagreements and PR-induced (I’m
convinced anyway) shroud of mysteriousness surrounding his children only
feeds that image, even after his death.
Michael Jackson became more than
even he could deal with, I believe.
And I think it’s sad that his image began to overshadow his talents.
His antics, whether it was marrying Lisa Marie Presley or holding his
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Don’t let Kevser’s Letters to the Editor
death be in vain
To the Editor:

BY CORTEZ MOSS
cortez.moss@gmail.com

I’ve spent the past three years
complaining within the confines
of my car about the driving in
Oxford.
If I’m not complaining about
the students who deliberately
ignore the cross walks on campus, it’s the folks on Jackson and
University Avenue who switch
lanes without considering those
behind them, or simply the folks
who have no sense of safe driving.
I have often found myself
screaming at the top of my
lungs, seeing my life flash before
my eyes, wondering who issued
the folks of Lafayette County
and students of Ole Miss their
driver’s licenses.
Now that I’ve decided to break
my public silence concerning
this issue, I have a few words
for both the residents of Lafayette County and students of Ole
Miss: “Get it together.”
It was just a week ago that staff
from the Office of Sustainability
and members of the ASB Cabinet were promoting a new program called “Share the Road,”
which I was greatly impressed
with.
The program sought to curb
unfriendly driver practices that
were either unsafe or prevented
bikers, pedestrians and walkers from using their spaces adequately.
Share the Road was a studentled campaign to encourage bicyclists, motorists and pedestrians
to become more aware of each
other and learn safety tips for the
road.
While I was greatly impressed

with this campaign, there’s much
more to be done, and I especially
thank the leadership in both the
ASB and Office of Sustainability
for taking the lead in this area.
One thing to note is that my
silence has been broken as a result of a student losing her life in
a tragic bike accident over the
weekend.
The harsh reality of unsafe
driving has sadly crept up on us
with Kevser Ermin, a 27-yearold Ph.D. candidate in exercise
science from Turkey.
While Ermin’s death is sad, it
proves we aren’t doing enough to
promote a safer community for
cyclist, motorist and pedestrians.
It is sad that a student cannot
ride a bike in a university town
without being hit, in a self-described walker- and biker-friendly community.
Maybe we should take a step
back and examine just how biker- and walker-friendly Oxford
really is.
After hearing of the tragic
death of Kevser, our thoughts
must be with her family abroad
and her friends in Oxford as they
battle with this tragic accident.
Let us not become so easily
consumed with the claims about
who’s to blame at this time because that’s not the issue at hand
or something that we can control.
What we can control is what
we do moving forward, and tell
our friends and neighbors to be
conscious of those around them.
As we journey through this
week, let us remember Kevser as
we are walking, biking and driving.
Don’t let Kevser’s death be in
vain; we all need to be aware of
the dangers of the road.
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Jessica Ham
Oxford resident
To the Editor:
I urge fellow Mississippians
to vote “for” Amendment 26,
the Personhood Amendment,
on Tuesday, Nov. 8. Its passage
would expand legal protection
to living human beings not yet
born.
I advocate this position because
surgical and chemical abortion
kills humans beings and is abusive to pregnant mothers physically, emotionally and spiritually.
In addition to my knowledge of
basic biology/embryology and
the historical Christian ethic of
the sacredness of all human life,

I speak as one who was adopted
from an orphanage in 1943 after
having been abandoned soon after birth.
I speak, also, from the unique
perspective of a veteran “sidewalk counselor,” trying to help
pregnant mothers and their companions choose life as they enter
Mississippi’s abortion centers. I
have been dedicated approximately 10 hours a week for more
than 25 years of this ministry.
It has been an experience.
I have been overjoyed at the
thousands of times I have seen
mothers let their unborn babies
continue to live, often with the
help and support of the pro-life
community. However, I have
shed many tears with mothers
and their companions who chose
death as a “solution” to their crisis pregnancies.
What I have NOT seen is a
mother gleefully exiting the center after undergoing an abortion,
appearing “emancipated.” We
know the devastation that will
follow.
What is the purpose of government? The first purpose of
civil government is to protect its
innocent citizens, especially those
in the dawn and dusk of life.
Who is more innocent and
helpless than today’s unborn babies? In order to give God a reason to hear our prayers and heal
our land, the killing of the holy
innocents must end!
Mississippians, we are better
than this.
C. Roy McMillan
Christian Action Group
Jackson

Created for your morning pleasure

Cortez Moss is a senior public policy
leadership major from Calhoun City.
Follow him on Twitter at @MossMoss12.
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I am writing this letter in concern, after many, many years of
witnessing, hearing and seeing
these things happen, about the
traffic in Oxford.
Now, you may think this is going to be about the overflow of
traffic in this town (which it is,
thanks to the TRIPLED freshman class that the university
STILL allows to have a vehicle
on campus), but its not.
Oxford has considered itself
a “bike friendly town” for quite
some time now, and many of my
friends, myself included, drive
alternative vehicles or ride their
bikes. Last week, Oxford and
the university lost a sweet young
woman due to a terrible accident.
This friend was riding her bike
down the road when a vehicle
struck her, killing her. I wish I
could say this was a freak accident, but the truth be told it
is not, and Oxford’s car/truck
drivers are NOT respectful or
safe around people who ride
bicycles, motorcycles or scooters. They lane share (try to pass
the biker and ride next to them
in the same lane for a period of
time), pass when there are double
lines (which means it is NOT safe
to pass in traffic there), talk/text
on their cell phones while driving
(which is illegal by the way), and
are unspeakably rude by yelling
“Get off the road,” “Get on the
sidewalk!” and curse at the cyclists as well.
The LAW states that the appropriate place for a cyclist to
ride is ON THE ROAD since

the sidewalk is for pedestrians,
and the other traffic is to treat the
cyclist as if it was another car. I
hate to say this, but 90 percent of
the people who are committing
these actions are STUDENTS,
not all, but most of them.
PLEASE be aware that cyclists
and alternate vehicles have just as
much of a right to use the roadways as anyone else does, and
you must be respectful and safe
around them as well. NOTHING is so important that you risk
someone’s life to get somewhere
five minutes earlier.
Don’t speed, don’t lane share,
be vigilant while you are driving
of your surroundings, and please
don’t pass cyclists, motorcycles
and scooters on the roadways
when the traffic lanes do not allow it.
We ALL want a safe and happy town to live in.
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School of Pharmacy names David D. Allen new dean
BY KAYLA VISE
knvise1@olemiss.edu

After several months of searching, The University of Mississippi School of Pharmacy made its
decision on who will take over as
Dean with Dr. David Allen.
Allen will replace Barbara G.
Wells, who will retire on Dec. 31,
as the current dean of the School
of Pharmacy.
Wells said outstanding reputation and expertise will surely be
a valuable asset for the School of
Pharmacy.
“Dr. Allen is an experienced
and nationally-known pharmacy educator and pharmaceutical scientist,” Wells said. “He is
committed to continuing the forward momentum of the School
of Pharmacy and to improving
patient care in our state. The
faculty, staff and students are
looking very much forward to his

inspired leadership.”
Allen’s experience and reputation as a dean clearly stood out,
according to David Rock, dean
of the School of Education and
search committee chairman.
“We had an exceptional pool
of candidates, which always
makes the interview process
challenging but very rewarding
as well,” Rock said. “The School
of Pharmacy should be proud to
attract such an excellent group
of top candidates for the position.”
Allen, 49, is the founding dean
of pharmacy and professor of
pharmaceutical sciences in the
College of Pharmacy at Northeast Ohio Medical University.
While at Northeast, Allen built
its pharmacy program up from
nothing to 53 faculty members,
16 staff members and 274 students in five years, according to
a press release. He is also a pro-

PHOTO COURTESY UNIVERSITY BRAND SERVICES

fessor of physiology and pharmacology in Northeast’s College
of Medicine.
Allen will officially join the
university’s faculty beginning
Jan. 1, where he will serve as the
university’s executive director of
the Research Institute of Pharmaceutical Sciences and a professor of pharmacology.

He is currently awaiting approval by the Board of Trustees
of State Institutions of Higher
Learning.
A Kentucky native, Allen received his bachelor’s degree in
pharmacy at the University of
Kentucky.
Allen practiced pharmacy for
several years before he returned
to further his degree at Kentucky, where he earned his Ph.D.
in pharmaceutical sciences.
In addition to Allen’s resume
and various educational achievements, Allen is well traveled,
having been to Chile, France
and Switzerland as a visiting scientist. He is also licensed to practice pharmacy in five states.
For more information about
Allen and the School of Pharmacy, visit www.pharmacy.olemiss.edu.
Allen could not be reached for
comment.

news brief
FOREIGN EXCHANGE
STUDENT DIES IN BIKE
ACCIDENT
University of Mississippi student Kevser Ermin, 27, was confirmed dead Friday morning by
Lafayette County coroner Rocky
Kennedy after being struck by a
car while on her bicycle.
Ermin was hit by a motorist
while she was riding on Highway
314, west of FNC Park heading
towards Oxford. Ermin was pronounced dead at the scene.
“It pains us as a university
whenever we lose one of our students,” Dean of Students Sparky
Reardon said. “She was an outstanding student from what we
have been told about her, and
our sympathy goes out to all of
her family and those who knew
her.”
The Turkey native was working on her doctorate degree in
health and exercise science.

Study abroad program encourages leadership and service
BY SARAH HARDEN
Seharden135@gmail.com

Three University of Mississippi students ventured far from
Mississippi state lines and called
Cape Town, South Africa their
home this summer.
These students traveled to
Cape Town with Global LEAD
to participate in service projects
and leadership activities while
earning study abroad credits.
Alden Treadway, Gabe Bush
and Shelby Ausband, along
with nearly 100 other students
from around the country left
for Cape Town on May 16 and
spent more than five weeks with
local families and children while
promoting service projects in
their towns.
During the first week of the
trip, known as service week,
each student stayed with a local family, learning their cul-

ture and way of life. Later, all
of the students spent time with
the children in the community
at school and after-school programs.
Treadway, Global LEAD
Campus Ambassador for Ole
Miss, said Global LEAD emphasizes more than earning
study abroad credits.
“Global LEAD is like a study
abroad program but focuses on
leadership, education and service,” Treadway said. “It’s really neat because it’s not just a
study abroad program. You get
to go out and just help with the
kids and hang out with them
and really love on them,”
The last week of the trip,
called adventure week, was
spent touring the country of
South Africa and participating
in leadership classes and training.
Treadway said one of the

goals of Global LEAD is to give
students service and leadership
skills that they can apply to their
lives at home.
“During adventure week we
went bungee jumping, we went
on safaris and just did really neat
stuff like that, but then it also
focuses on leadership because
they give you a lot of skills because when you get back to the
States, they really want you to
promote service, like by starting
a service project at your school
or in your community,” Treadway said.
Treadway, Bush and Ausband
have used their service and
leadership training to promote
philanthropy projects in the Ole
Miss and Oxford community.
In February, Global LEAD is
partnering with Feed the Hunger to sponsor a Pack-A-Thon,
with an aim of bringing together students, community mem-

bers, churches, businesses and
families to help pack meals for
impoverished communities in
Kenya.
Treadway said Global LEAD
was created by a group of
students at the University of
Georgia and that since then,
they have taken students from
all over the country on study
abroad trips.
According to the Global
LEAD’s website, its vision is to
change lives, impact communities and create a better world.
Global LEAD offers study
abroad trips to countries all
over the world, and next summer’s trips include Cape Town,
Greece and Ecuador.
Students interested in participating in one of next summer’s
Global LEAD programs should
contact Treadway at atreadway@GlobalLEADprogram.
org.

PHOTO COURTESY ALDEN TREADWAY

Gabe Bush poses with a child in Cape Town,
South Africa. Bush, Alden Treadway and
Shelby Ausband traveled to Cape Town over
the summer to help with service projects with
Global LEAD. Global LEAD is a way for students to learn service and leadership skills.
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Chemistry department getting involved in Year of Chemistry
BY WARREN BISHOP
warrenbishop50@gmail.com

The United Nations has
named 2011 the International
Year of Chemistry to encourage individuals and institutions
to celebrate chemistry and its
effects on society.
The University of Mississippi chemistry and biochemistry
departments will sponsor various events during the 20112012 academic year in honor
of this worldwide campaign.
The Ole Miss Chapter of
the American Chemical Society (ACS) has decided to
use the International Year of
Chemistry as an opportunity
to provide more outreach to
undergraduates, as well as high
school students.
The ACS took advantage of
the celebration and used it to
implement its new outreach
program at Ole Miss.
Debra Jo Scardino, secretary
and public relations director
for the local chapter of ACS,
said the International Year of
Chemistry was the “fire starter” for what the department
already wanted to do this year.
Filling the academic year
with guest speakers and semi-

BSU,

continued from page 1

CAIN MADDEN | The Daily Mississippian

The Black Student Union President, Kimberly
Dandridge, speaks to the personality candidates before the BSU meeting Thursday.

namesake of the George Street
University House, talked about
how much the university has

HOCKEY,

continued from page 1

a fire-arm business, period,” Yow
said.
Whether or not the university
denied the sponsor for being a
fire arms store is irrelevant, said
university attorney Lee Tyner.
Student-organized clubs are not
allowed to co-brand, whether
it’s currently happening or not,
Tyner said.
“What happened is that some
student groups don’t understand
the limits of how they can use

nars, the ACS has created a
set of activities and events to
encourage
undergraduates
and high school students to become interested in chemistry
and specifically the chemistry
department at Ole Miss.
“We find that if you aren’t
a chemist, or even if you are
an undergraduate chemist,
that when a lot people come
and talk about their research,
it may be a little bit above the
level that they’re at right now,”
Scardino said. “We wanted
something that everyone could
attend, that they enjoyed.”
One key aspect of the outreach is to incorporate guest
speakers and events that are
accessible to a wide range of
students. For example, the
ACS is hosting comedian and
scientist Pete Ludovice next
semester for a talk that should
be both entertaining and informative for all students, not just
those with a particular interest
in chemistry.
Recently, Steven T. Case,
UM Medical Center associate
dean for medical school admissions, spoke in Coulter Hall to
inform students of the ins and
outs of the medical process.
Lynn Valentine Joe, a chem-

istry graduate student, said the
dean explained to them what
they should do leading up to
applying for medical school.
He also spoke about the “dos
and don’ts” of the medical
school application and medical
school itself.
The ACS is also stressing
outreach to high school students.
“Because our counties in
Northern Mississippi make
up a lot of underprivileged
schools, we really wanted to
give them a reason to get involved with chemistry, and
get their students interested in
chemistry so that way they can
maybe go to college or maybe
even community college, and
try to see that there actually
is a life beyond high school,”
Scardino said.
One example of the ACS’s
outreach is an upcoming water
purifying competition between
high schools in the Northern
Mississippi area. This competition is used to get high school
chemistry students more involved in the ACS of the local
area. The ACS is also calling
for proposals from high school
chemistry teachers from the 21
counties in the local section.

meant to her family.
“I never thought at the beginning of these four years that (Miss
Ole Miss) was something I was
going to do,” she said.
“It wasn’t until I had a lot of
friends approach me and ask me
about it, and I thought this would
be an awesome way for me to be
able to say thank you to Ole Miss
for the experience they have given
me and my family.”
Gates referred to being an orientation leader as a good example
of himself as a person.
“(Being a leader) means that
basically the faculty and some of
the administrators themselves feel
that I’m so much of an accurate
representation of Ole Miss to be
one of the first individuals that
the freshmen see when they come
to this university,” he said.
Gates said that growing up in
Jackson, his family had many prenotions about Ole Miss.
“They thought it was this way

and that way, but as Colonel Reb
I feel that I can show them that
we are not like that anymore,” he
said.
“That an African-American
man can be Colonel Reb and
represent the University of Mississippi.”
Langhart said he believes he
represents Ole Miss to the highest
standard.
“Ole Miss has given me so many
opportunities,” he said. “I’m truly
blessed to call this place home.”
Langhart said when you think
about who you are going to vote
for, think about what he represents.
“When you think of me running for Colonel Reb, think of it
as a representation of everything
you love about Ole Miss,” he
said.
Logan Rush was unable to attend the meeting at the scheduled
time because of a class. He spoke
in front of the executive council at

the Ole Miss logos and marks as
a result of these student groups,”
Tyner said. “And so some groups
have developed sponsorship programs that sought to sell rights
that they don’t have.”
Tyner said the whole issue came
up because the university has
done a poor job of educating the
student groups about how they
are allowed to use the school’s
marks. Reardon stepped up and
took the blame for not educating
student organizations.
“I take full responsibility for not
being more aggressive in educating our student organizations
about the proper use of univer-

sity brands and for ambiguous
language in the handbook,” he
said. “We will start immediately
to begin educating our student
organizations and to clarify any
ambiguous language in the handELLS
book.”
.50 W ELLINIS
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Reardon also said he felt it was
B
$3.00
time to give the student organizations more competitive funding.
“The hockey club under Cody
Johnson’s leadership is the best
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a later time.
In the end, the BSU chose to
endorse Walker for Homecoming
Queen, Litten for Miss Ole Miss

and Gates for Colonel Reb.
Students can vote on Tuesday
starting at 9 a.m. on their myolemiss account.
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Test Drive: 2011 Dodge Charger R/T

PHOTOS BY SUSAN HOLT | The Daily Mississippian

mtbishop2@gmail.com

When the Charger was reintroduced back in 2005 with
four doors and an automatic
transmission, Mopar fans
thought it was near blasphemous.
“How could they do that
to such an iconic car?” they
thought. After all, it just
wouldn’t be the same if Bo
Duke had driven a four-door
family sedan to run moonshine.
But somebody at Dodge was
thinking correctly because
the 2005-2010 Charger series
by far outsold the 1966-1971
Charger.
It also proves that even with
high gas prices, Americans
still love our big, rear-wheel
drive sedans.
The original critics will like
the new design of the Charger,
thanks to a return of a “Coke
bottle” side profile that harks
back to the second-generation
Charger.
They will also like the other
design features, which give a
nod to Chargers of yesteryear,
such as scallops on the front
doors and hood.
But the Charger is still a
large car, and combined with
the thick C-pillars, it creates a
scary blind spot that is as big
as an SUV’s.
Our test car had aggressive
looking 20” Crager imitation
wheels, which come with the
enthusiast-oriented Road and
Track package that includes
other exterior modifications
like a blackout grille with
red R/T badges and a raised
deck-lid spoiler that all give
the Charger a more sinister
look.
However, the most striking
features of the new Charger
are the taillights that now span
the whole width of the car and
are illuminated by 164 LEDs
that give what Dodge calls
a racetrack pattern. It is the

most distinguishing aspect of
the new Charger, and it is instantly recognizable even to
those who aren’t car enthusiasts.
With contrasting Frenchstitching
and
appealing
textures
throughout,
the
Charger’s interior rivals the
Hyundai Genesis and is far
superior than offerings from
Acura or Toyota.
The black leather seats with
suede inserts are comfortable
back and bottom and just beg
you to take long cross country
trips in them.
You won’t hear too much
complaining from the back
passengers either because
there is plenty of room for six
footers all around. Of course,
the fact that they are heated
helps a bit, too.
Dodge didn’t skimp on materials either, as the piece that
surrounds the GPS and gauge
cluster (spanning about half
the width of the dash) is not
some cheap plastic meant
to imitate metal. It’s actual
aluminum, not bad for a sub
$40,000 car.
You won’t get lost on your
cross country trip thanks to
the Garmin navigation system
that proved easy-to-use and
easy-to-see with its huge 8.4inch touch-screen.
Other neat interior features
that came on our test car included heated and cooled
drink holders, a keyless pushbutton start, a backup camera
and remote start which can be
quite handy on cold mornings
when you don’t want to go
outside to heat the car up.
The 5.7-liter Hemi V-8 in
the Charger R/T remains
relatively unchanged for 2011,
with a modest two hp jump to
an even 370 hp. Torque remains the same at 395 poundfeet of torque, which is good
enough to propel the 4200
pound car to 60-mph in 5.2
seconds –– plenty fast for most
drivers.

The engine is smooth and
effortless throughout the powerband, while still remaining
nice and quiet at idle and under normal (not drag racing)
driving.
Being a porky car with almost 400 hp usually doesn’t
add up to great fuel economy,
and the Charger R/T is no
exception with an EPA-rated
16 mpg city, but it’s still on par
with most other cars of the
same size.
Highway mileage is a commendable 25 mpg, which was
helped by the engine’s cylinder deactivation feature.
However, if you’re more
worried about fuel economy
than how fast you can get to
60, you might want to consider the V-6 Charger with the
new Pentastar 3.6-liter, 292hp V-6 coupled with the new
for 2012 ZF eight-speed automatic transmission.
This grouping will provide
an EPA rated 31 mpg highway, which is not only more
horsepower than the similarly
priced Toyota Avalon, but also
better fuel economy.
At the moment, the eightspeed automatic is only available on V-6 models, so our V-8
test car was stuck with the outdated five-speed automatic.
The transmission doesn’t
live up to the refinement of
the rest of the car with clunky
shifting. It does at least downshift, although as harsh as a
pile-driver, without hesitation
when you floor the gas pedal.
This could easily be solved

by placing the ZF eight-speed
on all models, as well as offering a manual transmission in
which case the clunky shifting can be attributed to the
driver.
You can tell the new Italian
owners of Dodge had some
input in the revision of the
suspension and chassis of the
Charger by the level of finesse
it had while managing the tight
roads around Lake Sardis with
just a mild hint of understeer.
Even with its admirable handling and 20-inch wheels, it

[[10-11 & 10-12
10-12]

BY MATTHEW BISHOP

doesn’t sacrifice a comfortable
ride and absorbs all road imperfections just like an American sedan should.
In fact, I would dare to say
it has the smoothest ride in its
price range.
The new Charger still has
all the muscle and good looks
of previous Chargers, except
with more civility and refinement. Plus, there’s plenty of
room in the trunk for moonshine.
Test car provided by Chandler
Dodge in Oxford.
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For tickets and show info visit www.thelyricoxford.com.
www.thelyricoxford.com
Lyric Box Ofﬁce open W-Sat and Days of Show 12-5.
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[10.11.2011]
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[10.12.2011]
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Weekly Top Zen: one step forward, two steps back

BY ANDY PAUL
docgillis@gmail.com

We are living in weird times.
A time of the largest CEO bonuses on record in the midst of
one of the deepest recessions to
hit this country.
A time when a president who
campaigned on change, reform
and honesty capitulates to ultraconservatives who hijack our democracy.
A time when Herman Cain
compares himself to black walnut ice cream, saying that if you
just give him a taste, you’ll want
more.
Weird times indeed.
Oddities aren’t only occurring
on a national level. Even here, in
the quaint little bubble of Oxford, one might start thinking we
are living in some sort of David
Lynch-esque college town.
The recent Forward Rebels
movement has seemed to attract
some attention, and I think with
good reason — a large, organized,

anonymous campaign to sack the
University of Mississippi’s athletics director is certainly something
you don’t see every day.
That, and the vaguely menacing threats to the administration.
I’m expecting to find someone’s
ear in the Grove any day now.
People have seemed to downplay this problem, which frightens
me. They claim the chancellor
and others have spun the problem
in an attempt to scare the campus.
I sort of doubt that the chancellor just decided to lie about letters
promising that “things will get
ugly” if certain parties don’t get
their way.
This isn’t a shadowy organization pulling the strings in secret;
it’s Ole Miss. I hesitate in believing
the administration is meeting in
smoky rooms during the middle
of the night, conspiring to kill the
Ole Miss team spirit.
Let me add that I am not athletic in any capacity whatsoever.
I played soccer for a little while
when I was a kid. I was on a team
comprised primarily of homeschooled children who ate worms
and kicked the ball into their own
goal. This being said, I have a
great deal of respect for anyone
who can run farther than 10 feet

and not trip on their own laces.
With this in mind, I don’t keep
track of Ole Miss Athletics. I
know we aren’t the best by a long
shot, but that’s OK with me. I’m
still happy for the school when we
win a game (or don’t lose too terribly, going off our recent track
record).
At the end of the day, I have
bigger things to worry about. Forward Rebels just doesn’t seem to
have such larger things at stake,
and that’s something worth thinking about.
There’s so much going on outside the bubble of Oxford. It’s
strange, but true. We have a crumbling infrastructure, two wars, an
upcoming election and occupying
ourselves until the next season of
“Mad Men” to worry about. If
you want to rally support in order
to boost morale and start winning
some games, go for it.
If you think we require a vast
retooling of campus spirit in order
to bring it back to the “good old
days,” whatever that really means,
you are certainly entitled to your
opinion. But please realize that
many of us are, in fact, moving
forward. We’re just pressing on to
problems that are affecting us on a
deeper level than a losing streak.

ALEX EDWARDS | The Daily Mississippian

BETSY LYNCH | The Daily Mississippian

TOP: Rebel the Black Bear and fans cheer on the Rebel volleyball team as they take on
the Mississippi State. BOTTOM: Bobby Rush, as part of the “King of the Chitlin’ Circuit,”
plays guitar at The Lyric Theatre.

Chi Omega Congratulates

OUR NEW PLEDGES

Marian Allen
Eleanor Anthony
Emily Armour
Abby Bakersmith
Haley Bastien
Courtney Beach
Blair Bingham
Lena Blietz
Anna Blount
Lauren Briscoe
Britt Buchanan
Madeline Campbell
Clara Frances Cannon
Morgan Cannon
Katie Canon
Frances Carroll
Shannon Carter
Shelby Chambliss
Kaylee Clark
Kelsy Cline
Alex Cockayne
Alexis Cole
Alice Connolly
Mary Lant Cotton
Theresa Cronin
Morgan Crumbaugh
Kathleen Davis
Sophie Dunavant
Ally Edwards
Hallie Elder

Valerie Ellis
Claire Ellison
Orrin Emanoil
Holland Falls
Ashley Farmer
Katherine Flautt
Lilla Flora
Caroline France
McKenzie Franklin
Morgan Fraser
Millie Fluk
Margaret Anne Fuller
Megan Fullerton
Emily Gibbs
Laura Catherine Goodman
Holly Gordon
Susannah Green
Chloe Guillot
Leslie Hamm
Caroline Harkness
Suzanne Harvey
Kaitlyn Haynes
Ann Granville Heaton
Molly Henderson
Teresa Hendrix
Taylor Hilbun
Allison Hines
Hailey Hollman
Gracie Jackson
Katie Lee Jones

Kelly Jones
Anne Eliza Jordan
Margaux Jurgensen
Emily Kearley
Karyn Curtis Kellum
Katie Kennedy
Jordan Kiker
Melissa Knight
Katie Lampton
Madison Langley
Grace Lassiter
Casey Leahy
Cristinia Leis
Virginia Mayo
Morgan McEwan
Anne McGraw
Murray Miller
Rachael Millette
Molly Milner
Olivia Mitchell
Kirstie Montgomery
Abbey Padgett
Alexis Pannell
Holly Ann Pannell
Sarah Bracy Penn
Frances Phillips
Janie Pittman
Madison Poe
Ellen Raiford
Sydney Reece

Laura Reed
Tessa Riley
Riley Rogers
Laura Rutledge
Sara Seckman
Regan Sherwood
Mary Daniel Simpson
Lily Smith
McClary Snow
Caroline Spencer
Eleanor Starnes
Madolyn Statler
Daisy Strudwick
Mary Claire Thomas
Elise Tinney
Leah Underwood
Elizabeth Wade
Caroline Walker
Caroline Weatherly
Jenny Wharton
Ellen Whitaker
Clarkey Whitmire
Caroline Whorton
Caroline Willcoxon
Augusta Williams
Caroline Williams
Mills Stewart Witmer
Elizabeth Woods
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CLASSIFIEDS
INFORMATION
To place your ad in The
Daily Mississippian
Classifieds section, visit:
http://www.thedmonline.
com/classifieds.
The DEADLINE to place, correct
or cancel an ad is 12 p.m. one
day in advance. The Daily Mississippian is published Monday
through Friday year round,
when school is in session.

Classified ads must be
prepaid.
All major credit cards accepted.
RATES:
- $ . 25 per word per day
- 15-word minimum
- No minimum run
Additional Features
(Web & Print):
Jumbo Headline - $3
Big Headline - $2
Bold Text - extra $ . 50 per
word

To place your ad online:
www.thedmonline.com/classifieds

The DM reserves the right to
refuse ads that appear to offer unrealistic or questionable
products or services.

201 BISHOP HALL
662.915.5503

Homes for Sale

Condo for Rent

FOR SALE 3-plex house at 914 Cleveland Avenue. Perfect investment property for students - Live in one unit while
renting out the other two. Half-acre lot
with room to build, huge private patio
and rear parking, short walk to Square,
Campus, Stadium. Contact: Fergie Crill
(662) 202-2652
why rent when you can own
8 Davis Springs off Old Sardis Road
3BD/3BA SPACIOUS fenced backyard.
$105,000. Call James (662)513-0011
why rent when you can own
8 Davis Springs off Old Sardis Road
3BD/3BA SPACIOUS fenced backyard.
$105,000. Call James (662)513-0011
why rent when you can own
8 Davis Springs off Old Sardis Road
3BD/3BA SPACIOUS fenced backyard.
$105,000. Call James (662)513-0011

Oxford town square homes 2/
bedroom 2/bath for rent. $650/month
call 662-414-1500

Property for Sale
Lafayette Co. Land For Sale
285 ACRES several miles east of Town
of Yocona, just off HWY 334 on deadend road-135 acres open-balance in
Yocona river-bottom hardwood. Great
for very private family getaway, hunting
lodge, or horse ranch. Small, attractive
frame house, large old barn, small lake.
Call for details.
73 ACRES- 10 miles south of Taylor.
Mix of hill pastures and mature timber.
Beautiful home sites, stable neighborhood. Call for details. Lowe Realty.
(662)473-4444 Cell (662) 473-7538

Apartment for Rent
Available January 1st 2BD luxury apartment, one block from the square
(662)234-6736

House for Rent
HOUSE FOR RENT ASPEN RIDGE
3Bed 2.5Bath Fenced Backyard Available Jan 1 2012 $1000 month utilities
not included (404)354-1436

Weekend Rental
WEEKEND RENTALS Alabama Arkansas games Guest Cottage pergola patio
2Br/2.5Ba $525 Friday-Sunday frankmhull@gmail.com (662)234-4770

Lawn, Garden, Landscape
MUMS, PANSIES, HOUSEPLANTS.
Top quality. Seasonal decor, gifts. GARDEN CENTER. 2500 University Ave.
Open daily.

Miscellaneous
PREGNANCY TEST CENTER Pregnancy Test, Limited Ultrasound, Information on Abortion Effects, Parenting
and Adoption. All services are free and
confidential. wwwpregnancyoxford.com
(662)234-4414
ADULT RENTAL COSTUMES 4,000
to choose from. 2524 University Ave.
Jo’s Auto Clean-Up and costume shop.
www.freewebs.com/jcostumes Hours
9-5 (662)234-8826

Part-time
studentpayouts.com Paid Survey Takers Needed In Oxford. 100%
FREE To Join! Click On Surveys.
********BARTENDING************ Make
Up to $250/ Day.
No Experience Necessary. Training
Available. 1-800-965-6520 ext155

Motorcycles
2007 Kawasaki Ninja 650R with less
than 1200 miles. Wife no longer rides!
662.801.8491 Cell (662)236-1217

All female, full-time students are eligible.
Forms must be signed by a current M-Club member.
Pick up nomination forms at Gillom Sports Center
or Main Athletics Administration Building.
Completed forms due back October 17th, by 3:30 p.m.
to Main Athletics Administration Building.
M-Club members only will vote on-line on October 20th.
Call 915-7628 or e-mail bhoggard@olemiss.edu
with any questions.
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Garrett, Friday & Garner, PLLC
PRESTON RAY GARRETT

D.U.I. DEFENSE
Let Our Legal Team Work for You

(662) 281-0438

Find us on Facebook at Garrett, Friday & Garner, PLLC for more information about our firm

1205 Office Park Drive, Suite B, Oxford, MS 38655
The above listing of these areas does not indicate certification of expertise therein.
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Missouri to the SEC? And all those other
conference realignment rumors

BY ANDREW DICKSON
addickso@olemiss.edu

Following a 4-hour meeting
behind closed doors this past
Tuesday, chairman Warren Erdman announced to the press that
the board of curators at the University of Missouri had authorized Missouri Chancellor Brady
Deaton to explore the idea of
leaving the Big 12.
“The board of curators delegates to Chancellor Deaton the
authority to take any and all actions necessary to fully explore
options for conference affiliation
and contracts related thereto
which best serve the University of
Missouri,” Erdman said Tuesday.
Deaton had an announcement
to make on Tuesday as well – that
he had resigned from his position
as chairman of the Big 12 board
of directors to “try and avoid any
perceived or actual conflict of
interest ... in order to focus more
fully on Missouri’s best interests.”
The University of Missouri will
enjoy the limelight and say they
are “exploring all options,” while
the SEC will keep its name in the
news and give the illusion that it
is happy with 13 teams — up until the point the two entities join
forces, perhaps in time for the
2012-2013 athletics season.
If that comes to fruition, the
SEC will have plucked two teams
from the Big 12 in the past few
months (Texas A&M being the
other). Combine that attrition
with the 2010 losses of Colorado
(to what is now the Pac-12) and

BOONE,

continued from page 1

At 19, Boone married his high
school sweetheart Scottye Howard on Independence Day. They
have two sons, Taylor and Lexie,
who are now both married, and
they have two granddaughters.
Boone played center for the
Ole Miss football team in the
early ‘70s. He described his playing days under legendary football
coach John Howard “Johnny”
Vaught and the tremendous respect he had for him.
“I remember the first day he
called my name. I think it was
‘Boone get out of the way,’” he
said with a grin. “But I remember
it, and just for him to know who I
was, I thought ‘I’ve got a chance
here,’ and you did not want to do
anything that would disappoint
him.”
While he was on the team,
Boone just happened to play with

Nebraska (to the new-look Big
10), and we see that the Big 12
conference has quickly dwindled
to eight teams.
But the Big 12 isn’t dead yet.
In fact, as of this writing, the latest breaking news in conference
realignment is TCU, which is
expected to leave the Mountain
West to fill Texas A&M’s vacancy
in the Big 12. Chip Brown of Orangebloods.com, Texas’ Rivals.
com affiliate, has reported that
BYU, Louisville and West Virginia are other potential targets for
the Big 12. Boise State and SMU
are two other schools that may
also receive consideration.
The Big East, which has lost
Pittsburgh, Syracuse and, more
than likely, TCU (who was scheduled to join the conference in
2012) is struggling to fill holes in
its conference roster, and some
teams (such as WVU and Louisville) may be leaving still. The
conference isn’t looking to fold
just yet, as teams like Air Force,
the other service academies and,
perhaps, even Boise State are
showing interest in calling the Big
East home.
As for Missouri’s potential
move to the SEC, I believe it
makes sense.
“The University of Missouri
has excellent academics, is an
AAU research institution, and it
has a nationally-ranked athletic
program,” interim Missouri President Steve Owens said.
These things are nice, but more
importantly Missouri also opens
up new TV markets to the SEC.
Missouri prides itself on being
the Gateway to the West. Their
addition, along with that of Texas
A&M, puts more than 10 million
new TV homes in the back pocket of the SEC that will come into

play when the SEC begins renegotiating TV rights with CBS
and ESPN.
Let’s be honest: money is driving conference realignment, and
the SEC is likely looking to sign
a new TV deal now that the Pac12 (whose institutions receive an
average of $20.8 million per year
with its TV contract) has what
many perceive to be a better
deal.
Don’t be surprised to see SEC
Commissioner Mike Slive push
for an SEC Network now that
the Big 10 and Pac-12 have them.
The only thing that would keep
the SEC from starting a similar
network would be CBS, ESPN
or whoever pays the conference
enough money not to.
Culturally, I believe Missouri
and Texas A&M can fit into the
SEC seamlessly. Both seem to fit
the SEC “mold” – averaged-sized
public institutions that are not
located in a metropolitan area
(Vanderbilt, a small private school
in Nashville, being the exception
to this criteria).
Other names have been thrown
around — namely WVU and
Virginia Tech — as possible 14th
members of the SEC, but I think
Missouri will fill that spot, and the
SEC will hold off on expanding
further. Or at least until the ACC
(which recently added Pittsburgh
and Syracuse) makes another
move. Both conferences may look
to what’s left of the Big East for
new members.
The landscape of college
football is changing once again.
Hopefully the conferences will
have everything set in stone before the beginning of next season,
so expansion does not become an
unnecessary distraction while the
games are being played.

another Ole Miss icon, Archie
Manning. He said Manning had
a command of the huddle and
talked things out with his players.
The Rebels’ offensive line, however, “helped Manning learn how
to scramble,” Boone said with a
smile.
“Off the field, he was a quiet,
nice guy,” Boone said. “We wanted to play for him too, and so we
knew somehow we had to get the
job done.”
Boone graduated from Ole
Miss with a business degree and
an emphasis in banking and finance.
He ended up being the CEO
of Sunburst Bank and sold it for
$2.9 billion.
It was while the football program was on probation for repeat
violations that Boone became the
athletics director in 1995. He
stayed until 1998, when he left to
start a bank in Baton Rouge with
a few of his friends.
Baton Rouge was also where
Boone came up with the idea

to write his book, “The Perfect
Plan,” which he self-published
in 2001. The ideas came to him
as he jogged every morning and
built up over time. After a while,
Boone realized he could actually
write a book on these ideas. He
talked about how his Christian
faith inspired his writing.
“Well, I think it all began with
faith, and it all began with being a Christian,” he said. “And
the whole point of the book is
God said, ‘Here’s a direction that
I want you to take, but it’s your
choice,’ and to a certain extent, a
lot of mankind’s not going that direction, but it’s about free choice.
It’s something God’s given us, a
free will to choose, choose wisely
and that’s all about faith and it’s
all about Christianity, and that’s
what that book is about in a modern-day environment.”
The book is a “Good vs Evil,”
“God vs Satan” novel where an
evil man influenced by Satan has a
personal goal of becoming leader
of the world. God leads the good

PHOTOS BY PETRE THOMAS | The Daily Mississippian

TOP: Senior running back Brandon Bolden and wide receiver Melvin Harris proceed
down the Walk of Champions before the Georgia game. BOTTOM: Sophomore wide
receiver Ja-Mes Logan fights for extra yardage in the 42-24 win over Southern Illinois.
Logan leads the team in receiving with 229 yards.

person through life and gives him
a vision of what the world will
become if it doesn’t change. The
novel includes how the United
Nations turns into a one-world
government with deep thought
going into the complication of it
how it works. There is the obvious clash of the two forces.
Boone said he also writes other
material, like poetry, and plans to
write another book when he retires.
As the topic switched from his
faith to another sports question,
Boone showed some of his sense
of humor.
“So faith doesn’t have anything
to do with sports? Don’t worry
I’ve prayed a lot,” Boone said
laughing.
From his success with his new
bank in Baton Rouge, Boone was
asked by then Chancellor Robert
Khayat to serve as athletics director again, when the job became
vacant in 2002.
When asked about his favorite
memory at Ole Miss, he sat and

thought for a moment and then
came up quite a few of them.
Among them included the Rebels
defeating Georgia in men’s tennis to win the SEC title and upset wins over Florida in the 2002,
2003 and 2008 football seasons.
The baseball team provided some
memories with the Super Regionals over the past decade. Boone
also recounts Andy Kennedy’s
first year as men’s basketball head
coach, when the Rebels captured
the SEC Western Division championship.
When it came to memories, it
also didn’t take long for him to
answer what the most painful loss
at Ole Miss was for him.
“Losing to LSU,” referring back
to the 2003 football season when
Ole Miss played the LSU Tigers
for the Western Division title.
“I mean it was right there,
played them toe-to-toe the whole
game and just a matter of a field
goal or two, and it’s just right
there on your tips of your fingers,
and it just didn’t happen.”
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Soccer drops two on the road at
No. 20 Tennessee and Georgia
SUNDAY: GEORGIA 3,
OLE MISS 0
ATHENS, Ga. – The Ole Miss
soccer team fell at Georgia 3-0
Sunday afternoon.
With the loss, Ole Miss fell to
5-8-1 overall (1-5 SEC) while
Georgia improved to 10-4 overall
(4-2 SEC).
The Bulldogs led 2-0 at the half
on goals by Nikki Hill and Susannah Dennis. Georgia added their
third goal of the match in the 47th
minute.
Georgia outshot Ole Miss 24-8
including an 11-3 advantage in
shots on goal. Erin Emerson, Dylan Jordan and Mandy McCalla
each recorded two shots for the
Rebels. Goalkeeper Kelly McCormick made eight saves for Ole
Miss.
Ole Miss will host Florida on
Friday at 7 p.m., and South Carolina Sunday at 1 p.m.
FRIDAY: TENNESSEE 4,
OLE MISS 3 (OT)
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. – After
taking a 3-0 lead against the 20th
ranked team in the nation on
the road Friday night, Tennessee
battled back and posted a 4-3 win
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Volleyball comes up short at
Kentucky and No. 19 Tennessee

ALEX EDWARDS | The Daily Mississippian

Sophomore outside hitter Kara Morgan digs the ball to save the point in the game
QUENTIN WINSTINE | The Daily Mississippian

Senior midfielder Dylan Jordan turns and dribbles down field against Alabama. Jordan

yesterday.

scored her first career hat trick in the 4-3 overtime loss to Tennessee.

over the Ole Miss soccer team in
overtime.
In a game that featured two
of the top offensive threats in the
league in the Rebels’ Rafaelle
Souza and the Lady Vols’ Caroline Brown, it was Ole Miss’ Dylan
Jordan who put on a show Friday
night for Ole Miss as she recorded
her first career hat trick in the loss.

35c WINGS
$2.00 PITCHERS

PLEASE DRINK RESPONSIBLY

tonight:
Score against an Ole Miss
hockey player and win a
Library Card or pay a
hockey player to
shoot for you!

against Mississippi State. Morgan had a career-high 18 kills in the 3-2 loss to Tennessee

“We started out great tonight,”
head coach Matt Mott said. “But
soccer is a ninety minute game,
and you have to give Tennessee
credit, they played great. We defended well in the first half, but we
couldn’t keep them off the board
in the second.”
Ole Miss took a 1-0 lead in
the 12th minute as Dylan Jordan
scored off a header on a cross from
Emily Reid and Rafaelle Souza.
With the assist, Souza (25 points)
is now just one point away from
cracking the season top-10 list at
Ole Miss for points in a season.
Jordan then scored back-to-back
goals in the 30th and 31st minutes.
Jordan connected on a free kick
from Kendyl Mygatt, and a minute later scored on a 30-yard shot
over the keeper to give Ole Miss a
3-0 lead.
In the second half, the Lady Vols
battled back to score three goals
and tie the game in the 81st minute and forced overtime. In the
91st minute, Tennessee scored the
game-winning goal.
For the game, Tennessee outshot
Ole Miss 30-8 including a 14-3
advantage in shots on goal. Rebel
goalkeeper Kelly McCormick tied
her career high with 10 saves.

SUNDAY: TENNESSEE 3,
OLE MISS 2
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. – Kara
Morgan put down a career-high
18 kills and was one of three
Rebels to tally double-digit kills,
but the effort came up just short
following a late Lady Vols rally
as Ole Miss (5-11, 1-7 SEC) fell
to No. 19 Tennessee (15-2, 8-0
SEC) by a score of 3-2 (22-25,
25-17, 25-21, 21-25, 13-15) on
Sunday.
Morgan turned in a doubledouble with 18 kills and 14 digs,
while Whitney Craven added 13
kills and Allegra Wells put down
11 kills on the afternoon to pace
the Ole Miss offense. Regina
Thomas continued to hit at a
high rate, tallying eight kills and
only one error while hitting at a
.538 clip to go along with four
blocks.
Morgan Springer led the back
row defense with 19 digs and was
one of four Rebels with doubledigit digs. Ashley Veach added 10
digs, while Amanda Philpot came
up with 12 digs for a double-double as she also tallied 46 assists.
“We did some good things today and continue to build, but we
have to make some plays down

the stretch,” said Ole Miss head
coach Joe Getzin.
Ole Miss will return to action
on Friday, returning home to
host the No. 13 Florida Gators
at 7 p.m., at the Gillom Sports
Center.
FRIDAY: KENTUCKY 3,
OLE MISS 1
LEXINGTON, Ky. – Whitney Craven and Kara Morgan
tallied double-digit kills, but the
Rebels couldn’t overcome a surging Wildcat team as Ole Miss fell
to Kentucky (15-3, 6-1 SEC) on
Friday by a score of 3-1 (19-25,
25-19, 14-25, 19-25).
Craven put down 11 kills and
Morgan put down 10 kills to
lead the Rebels in the category,
while senior middle blocker Regina Thomas hit .357 and added
seven kills and a pair of blocks to
help the Ole Miss offense in the
match.
“It’s tough to play on the road
in the SEC,” said Ole Miss head
coach Joe Getzin. “We did some
things better than we have been
doing, but on the road in this
league you have to be flawless to
win. We just have to get back to
work to face Tennessee on Sunday.”

hockey night!
5 pm - 8:30 pm

